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Q. The manager of a store ordered a large quantity of 
merchandise. Upon delivery, he noticed that it was 
slightly defective, and he called the supplier to ask 
him to exchange it. After looking into the problem, 
the supplier told the manager that he would send 
a new shipment. When the manager asked what 
he should do with the defective merchandise, the 
supplier said that it was not worthwhile for him 
to pay for return shipping, so he doesn’t need to 
return it.
Can the manager acquire the defective merchandise, 
or does it belong to his boss, the owner of the store?
A. When merchandise is determined to be defective, 
the customer has the right to cancel the order. 
When someone orders merchandise, he expects to 
receive it in perfect condition, and if it is defective 
to an extent that people would typically return it, 
the deal is void (Shulchan Aruch, C.M. 232:6-7). 
Seemingly, since the manager voided the deal by 
declaring the merchandise defective, it would 
seem that the merchandise does not belong to 
the storeowner and the manager may claim it for 
himself.
Upon further examination, however, this is not 
so clear-cut. When the supplier decided that he 
didn’t want the merchandise back, there were two 
possible scenarios:
1. He decided it was not worth paying for the 

return shipping, and he would rather give it 
to the store – either at a discount, or free of 
charge. In such a case, the manager obviously 
cannot keep it, because the supplier didn’t 
abandon his merchandise and render it hefker 
(ownerless); he gifted it to owner of the store.

2. On the other hand, if the supplier abandoned 
his defective merchandise because he had no 
use for it, thereby rendering it hefker, we can 
consider whether the manager can claim it 
from hefker.

The halachah is that a person’s property acquires 

Mr. Poupko owned an apartment in a building that 
was divided into two entrances. Each side of the 
building had its own sewage line.

One morning Mr. Poupko woke up and found that his toilets and sinks were 
backing up. He called in a plumber to check what the problem was.

"There is a serious blockage in the main sewer pipe somewhat below your 
apartment," the plumber said. "It's not easy to get to, and the repair will cost a 
considerable sum. Who's going to pay for it?"

"The blockage is not in my apartment," Mr. Poupko replied, "I shouldn't have to 
pay for the repair myself. It should be shared by the apartment owners through 
the building's management committee (vaad bayis). I'll contact them."

The management committee agreed to pay the repair from its account meanwhile, 
but a dispute subsequently arose among the apartment owners about funding 
the repair.

Mr. Poupko felt that all the owners, from both sides of the building, should share in 
the repair. "The sewage line serves the building in general, and is considered joint 
property," he reasoned. "We all share equally in the cost of the joint electricity, 
gardening and general upkeep of the building."

Someone on the ground floor argued that he should not have to pay, since the 
clog two floors above does not affect him. "As far as I'm concerned," he said, "I 
don't care if the blockage isn't fixed at all!"

A person from the other side of the building expressed surprised that anyone 
should even entertain the idea that he should 
have to pay. "We have nothing to do with that 
sewage line!" he stated emphatically. 

The head of the management committee 
decided to turn to Rabbi Dayan. He asked:

"Which apartment owners are liable to 
share in funding the repair?"
"The apartment owners are partners in the 
building and in usage of the sewage line," 
replied Rabbi Dayan. "The Gemara addresses 
a similar issue, although the common practice 
nowadays varies from the classic halachah."

"The Gemara (B.M. 108:1) teaches that when 
the water system needs repair, whoever 
gains from the repair has to participate in the 
cost. Thus if a few fields share a stream and 
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Q: Is the apotropus believed when he says that the orphans owe him 
money, which he recorded that he lent them or laid out for them?
A: Since the apotropus is authorized to lay out or borrow on behalf of the 
orphans, he is believed with an oath, like other people who are authorized 
to spend on behalf of others. However, if the apotropus died and his 
records state that he laid out for the orphans, his heirs cannot collect, lest 
he already took reimbursement but forgot to erase the entry (C.M. 290:28; 
Rama 91:3).
Shach (290:30) maintains that this halachah applies even when the 
assets are still in the apotropus's possession, against the understanding 
of Maharashdam, whereas if he already returned the assets, even the 
apotropus himself is not believed with an oath.
Nesivos (290:14) questions this, since a person can swear based on reliable 
records of his. However, he concedes that if the apotropus died without 
taking an oath, his heirs cannot collect based on the record (C.M. 91:4; 
Pischei Choshen, Yerushah 5:42). 
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items for him even if he doesn’t know that they are there 
(chatzeiro shel adam koneh lo shelo midaato; ibid. 268:3). Once the 
merchandise is sitting in the store, then it would automatically 
belong to the store owner when the supplier renders it hefker.
Some poskim rule, however, that kinyan chatzeir applies only 
to objects that would typically find their way onto a person’s 
property, but not to something that would be unusual to find 
there (Rema ibid.). Others argue, however, that the prevailing 
opinion among the poskim is that if the owner of the property 
would eventually find out that the item had been on his property, 
his chatzeir acquires it for him even in advance of the actual 
realization that it is there (Nesivos ibid. 3 and Minchas Pittim; see 
Ketzos 183:9).
In our case, then, if it’s common for the storeowner to end up 
with defective merchandise abandoned in his warehouse, then 
his chatzeir acquires it for him according to all poskim, but if 
it’s not, then it acquires the merchandise only according to the 
latter poskim.
All this is only true, however, if the merchandise was already 
delivered onto the storeowner’s property. If the manager 
identified the problem before it entered the property – 
for instance, if it was still on the delivery truck – then the 
storeowner’s chatzeir could not have acquired it.
Nevertheless, in certain cases the manager would not be 
allowed to claim the merchandise even if it did not enter the 
store’s property. Generally, if an employee finds a lost object 
during his hours of employment, it belongs to him, because 
finding objects is not part of his employment package. The 
exception to this rule is if he was hired specifically to find things. 
If a river was running dry, for instance, and he was hired to find 
fish in the nearly dry river bed and catch them, if he then found 
a wallet stuffed with cash, it would also belong to the employer 
(Shulchan Aruch 270:3).
Applying this to our case, if it is common for deliveries to 
contain defective merchandise, and the policy of the suppliers 
is generally to abandon the defective items, it is likely part of 
the manager’s job to check each delivery, identify how much 
merchandise is defective, and demand new items to replace 
them – and the defective merchandise would then belong to the 
store. 
If it is uncommon to receive faulty merchandise, however, then 
this is not part of the manager’s employment package. Therefore, 
if it has not entered the storeowner’s property, he can keep it for 
himself. Even if the supplier does not actually declare it hefker, 
but offers it at a huge discount, the manager can still buy it from 
his personal funds, because this is not considered part of his 
work – it is considered akin to a metziah (found object), and it 
does not belong to the storeowner (Shu”t Chut HaShani 38, cited 
in Pischei Teshuvah 270:1).
Nevertheless, if the supplier’s intention was to give the 
merchandise to the storeowner, the manager certainly cannot 
claim it for himself.

it becomes clogged, those below the clog have to share in the repair, 
since otherwise the water will not reach them, whereas those above the 
clog do not have to pay, since the water reaches them, anyway.

Conversely, if the drainage trench from a few courtyards becomes 
clogged, those above the clog have to pay for the repair, since otherwise 
their yards will not drain, whereas those below the clog do not have to 
pay, since the clog does not affect their drainage (C.M. 161:6).

According to this, the apartments above the blockage should have to 
share in clearing the sewage line, but not those below the clog.

Nonetheless, nowadays most authorities require all those associated 
with the sewage line to share the cost of the repair. This is because 
the pipe is considered joint property, unlike the stream or drainage 
trench in the Gemara, which is ownerless. Furthermore, there can be 
ramifications also to the tenants below the clog, due to gas build-up in 
the pipe. This is also the accepted common practice, which is binding, 
and the requirement according to dina d'malchusa (Pischei Choshen, 
Nezikin 15:39[85]).

"Nonetheless, if the sewage line serves only one entrance to the building, 
whereas the other entrance has a separate line, the apartments from 
the other side are not required to participate in the cost of the repair, 
since the pipe is not related to them in any way," concluded Rabbi 
Dayan. "They may be liable, though, according to dina d'malchusa, 
where relevant, or if there is an agreement among the tenants to share 
all public repairs" (see Emek Hamishpat, Shecheinim #44, 52).

Verdict: Nowadays, the liability to pay for repairing a blockage is 
shared by all the apartment owners on the side affected by the 
clog.
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